Abstract-In this era of High-Performance High computing systems, Large-scale Data Mining methodologies in the field of education have become a convenience to discover and extract knowledge from Databased of their respective educational archives. Typically, all educational institutions around the world maintain student data repositories. Attributes of students such as the name of the student, gender of student, age group (date of birth), religion, eligibility details, academic assessment details, etc. are kept in it. With this knowledge, in this paper, didactical data mining (DDM) is used to leverage the performance prediction of student and to analyse it proactively. As it is known, Classification and Clustering are the liveliest techniques in mining the required data. Hence, Bound Model of Clustering and Classification (BMCC) have been proposed in this research for most proficient educational data mining. Classification is one of the distinguished options in Data Mining to assign an object under some pre-defined classes according to their attributes, and hence it comes under a supervised learning problem. On the other side, clustering is considered as a non-supervised learning problem that involves in grouping up of objects with respect to some similarities. Moreover, this paper uses the dataset collected from Kerala Technological University-SNG College of Engineering (KTU_SNG) for performing the BMCC. An efficient J48 decision tree algorithm is used for classification and the kmeans algorithm is incorporated for clustering here and is optimised with Bootstrap Aggregation (Bagging). The implementation has been done and analysed with a data mining tool called WEKA (Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis), and the results are compared with some most used classifications such as Bayes Classifier (NB), Neural Network (Multilayer Perceptron MLP) and J48. It is provable from the results that the model, proposed in this provides high Precision Rate (PR), accuracy and robustness with less computational time, though the sample data set includes some missing values.
INTRODUCTION
In general, data mining is the process of examining the large databases for extracting the new or required information. It can also be stated that it is the procedure of effective classification of folders with respect to the specified data patterns that are acquired from the dataset. There are enormous algorithms have been developed for retrieving the valuable information and knowledge discovery patterns, which is functional for decision support. In another word, data mining can also be known as KDD, which is Knowledge Discovery in Database, handles with the non-trivial retrieval of inherent, completely novel and valuable information from the databases [4] . The Fig. 1 contains the typical steps involved in the data mining process of retrieving valuable information.
In the present decade, there are rising research scopes in utilizing data mining techniques for education, henceforth for Didactical Data Mining (DDM) a similar one to Educational Data Mining (EDM). This newly developing interdisciplinary field EDM involves knowledge extraction from the data obtained from the educational environments [11] . The main intention is to have a good understanding about the students learning standards and identifying the procedure in which they study to enhance the educational results, to process with the obtained outcomes based on the educational phenomena. Moreover, the educational information system can store a wide range of prospective data that would be collected from the historical and multiple sources exist in the databases of distinctive educational institutions. The collected data are from different sources, formats and also at variant granularity levels and that may contain the personal or academic details of the students. In another option, the huge data can also be collected from the e-learning systems that are already provided with a huge amount of data from various institutions. For handling those data effectively, there is a need for effective implementation of an EDM technique. The following Fig 2 depicts the basic attributes that have to be combined with the Didactical Data Mining (DDM) or EDM system in addition to the typical data mining functions.
The main goal of the educational institutes is to afford a good quality of education and to enhance the power of managerial strategies. In order to accomplish the highest level of educational domain, analysing the major attributes of student"s performance and discovering knowledge is a significant part. This can provide useful and beneficial recommendations to the academicians and the management to improve their decision-making structure, the performance of the students and teaching abilities of the tutors or faculties [7] . www.ijacsa.thesai.org In general, EDM uses many data mining algorithms like decision tree algorithm, neural networks, rule induction, naive Bayesian and so on. On using these methodologies, the powerful knowledge can be retrieved using classification, association rules and clustering. In this paper, the main objective is about the combination of Classification and Clustering, the well-known model for enhancing the precision of the results. The framed work Bound Model of Clustering and Classification (BMCC), concentrates on the classification of yearly-growing data sets using J48 decision tree classifier since it is comparably faster and more exact than the other classification techniques. And also, a decision tree can be transformed into simple and understandable classification rules. Furthermore, clustering is the course of grouping up of similar objects and that comes under the unsupervised pattern classification and K-means algorithm is incorporated for clustering. In this paper, an efficient machine learning tool called WEKA (Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis) has been used for the implementation of classification and clustering algorithms. The dataset acquired here is the KTU_SNG student dataset that contains 232 samples with 60 attributes for each. The proposed (BMCC) model is implemented with this data set in WEKA environment for producing précised results to analyse and monitor the student"s performance and take organisational decision for the betterment of students.
The leftovers of this paper are systematized as follows: Section 2 describes the problem statement in short. Section 3 considers the related works based on Educational Data Mining. Section 4 presents the operations involved in the proposed (BMCC) model. The results and discussions are given in section 5 and finally, section 6 concludes the work with some key points for future enhancement.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
The problem is defined specifically designing a model for predicting the performance of KTU Students. The work [21] carried out in the field of EDM have identified the use of a Tuned J48. There were studied which used clustering [6] along with classification to enhance its effectiveness [23] . Here in this, it is enquiring the scope of these combinations in predicting student performance in KTU by combining the Tuned J48 classification algorithm with the K-Means. The bound model has been analysed with various factors referred in section IV and using the KTU_SNG student dataset containing 232 samples of with 60 attributes each (comprises both personal information and academic performance). This is a research enquiry about how best the model can serve the expectation of stakeholders since it is new University established in the year 2015 and the status of Datasets are also in an infant stage.
III. RELATED WORKS
Because of the potentials of data mining to educational domains, it has become the most efficient research area. There are so many works have been done based on this. In [1] a valuable survey work on data mining has been provided. The authors have discussed the EDM as a hopeful research [16] field and some particular advancement that are not provided by other fields. In another work [12] , a case study is provided, in which educational data mining has been used to examine the learning behaviour of students. The main intention of the study was to describe the significance of the EDM in enhancing student performance in higher secondary education. The authors have used the data from the warehouse and the gathered data comprises both the personal and academic records of the students. Data and records gathered up from elearning management systems (e-LMS) have also been incorporated. The described the study work on the source of applying some classification techniques using decision tree algorithms and association rules for obtaining different kinds of knowledge. All outliers had been detected for analysis and finally, the student"s records are presented with the knowledge discovered to enhance the overall performance of the students. A valuable and efficient review work has been done by the authors in [16] . The paper has discussed various concepts and techniques involved in EDM. Moreover, the comprehensive analysis has been made for the methodologies used for faculty and the student performance evaluation, which helps the institution.
In [2] , it is stated that the classification techniques are included to help in enhancing the standard of the educational system by analysing the student data to handle the main factors that may have great change on the student performances in specializations. The classification rules are derived on the basis of decision tree making, and then the derived rules are examined and evaluated. It permits the students to establish the final grade under specializations. Another work in [5] , also discussed the classification in data mining for student"s performance evaluation. The contribution of the work was to extract the information from the database that defines the status of the students at the end of all semesters. The collected student information includes data about class test performances, assignments, seminars and attendances. The analysis helps in the identification of students who require special care and need some counselling from the mentors. Likewise, the concept provided in [3] involved in the prediction of student"s enrolment based on the academic data using classification rules. The derived rules are evaluated by various methods and permit the university management to organize the required resources for the newly enrolled students. The process aids in providing the earlier information about the category of the students going to be admitted and the areas to be concentrated in their specializations to maintain them in a better way. WEKA tool has been used for the implementation and examination of classification techniques such as Rule-based classification, Naive Bayes and Decision Tree [17] . The paper involved in obtaining efficient results, using classification in required data extraction from large databases. The process is limited to handle the missing values and incomplete data in the collection.
In [6] , the authors explained the J48 decision tree classification algorithm clearly. Moreover, the decision tree has been used for classifying the diabetes person"s data. They have also discussed the basic steps involved in decision tree algorithm and computations. In a variant form, the performance of the instructor has been evaluated in [20] . Initially, the analysis has been made with four classifying techniques such as Support Vector Machine, Decision Tree algorithms, Artificial Neural Networks and discriminant analysis for developing an efficient classifier. The results have been stated that the decision tree algorithm provided more précised classification. A Quality model has been developed in [18] to process better classification and student performance examination. The author has done a great work by implementing various data mining technique to develop a predictive model for categorizing students based on their study rate and personal information. CART (Classification and Regression Tree), ID3 algorithm, CHAID (Chi-Squared Automatic Interaction Detection), and C4.5 all these four decision tree methods have been used for classification and the detailed comparative analysis has been made with that.
In order to categorize the failure patterns of students, the authors of [8] used the mining process based on association rules. The major contribution of the work was to detect the background connection between the failed courses and the equivalent course suggestions for improving the performance of low-grade students. The association rules derived from the algorithm provide some hidden relationships about the failed courses which could make a base knowledge for academic designers in taking academic choices. This could pave a way for modification and re-construction of curriculum for the improvement of student"s study rate and decrease the failure rates. K-means clustering algorithm has been utilized by the authors in [10] , for determining the learning activities of the students that may include the class quizzes, internal examination results and assignments. There clustered data will be provided by their respective tutors prior to the commencement of final examination. This may help the tutors to decrease the fail ratio of the students by taking corrective actions at the right time to help the student"s progression. www.ijacsa.thesai.org
In [9] , ID3 and C4.5 classification algorithm are used for the performance prediction of students. They have also discussed the missing data issues in classification. The causes for non-availability of data are given as follows:
 Malfunction of Equipment"s  Deletion due to a discrepancy with other stored information  No-data enrolment because of some misconception
Moreover, in [13] , a valuable case study has been provided by analysing the classification based data mining techniques for the application-oriented analysis of education sectors. The academic data sets are examined with the classification algorithms such as Naive Bayes (NB), J48, Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), SMO (Sequential Minimal Optimization) and REPTree (Reduced Error Pruning Decision Tree) by using the WEKA tool. A research work has been discussed about the various constraints influenced in student performance evaluation and grade computation for alerting the students for final examinations [19] . Moreover, the developed methodology is mainly used for grade calculation that paves a way for developing the coaching techniques to the students.
In [15] , the performances of undergraduate and PG students of two different institutions are utilized in decision tree classification and Bayesian Network algorithms. This aids to identify the students for scholarships and also for special care. The comparative results concluded that the decision tree algorithm provides results with more precision than the Bayesian Network algorithm. In another work [14] , a case study has been performed with 300 student samples that are obtained from the Punjab University. The study results in finding a dignified correlation in some factors such as parent"s educational factors, the income of the family and the performance of individual students.
As classification as a prominent of techniques identified in [16] , in the [21] the work is taken J48 as the prerogative of research over educational data and to have an extended analysis on Naïve Bayes, Bayes Net, Multilayer Perceptron, SVM, REPTree and Random Forest classifications with a Tuned J48. And the proposed model has shown overall betterments among the other ones over the datasets used. The study generates a realisation that a varied and better implementation of J48 can make differences in the performance prediction in a realistic environment.
IV. PROPOSED MODEL
Through the valuable review of previous works and discussions on EDM for analysing student"s performance, a number of attributes influenced in the process are being identified and defined effectively. Those attributes are characterized as input variables. For this concern, the recent real-time data called KTU_SNG student dataset is collected from the Engineering College. Some manual techniques are used for figure out the data and the data is transformed into a format that is feasible for processing in WEKA tool. Following that, the selection of parameters and features are taken into consideration. Moreover, it is to be stated that the data set contains 13920 records (i.e. 232 samples with 60 attributes). Table I shows the sample of the data.
The Fig 3 portrays the generic data mining methodology that comprises data acquisition, data pre-processing, data mining and pattern extraction processes. Initially, data prepre-processing has been done with the acquired data from the database before providing the data set for the mining process (i.e. removing irrelevant attributes). For an instance, some factors like caste or category, etc. are not required for analysing the intellectual performance of the students, since they come under the personal data. Following that, the missing values are removed from the data set in order to reduce the complexities on mining. The overall motive is to categorize Nature_of_Student under the categories such as Outstanding, Excellent, Good, Average, low and very low. The following Table I presents some sample attributes and their descriptions along with the domain values obtained from the source database.
A. Bound Model of Clustering and Classification (BMCC Model)
Classification is described as the process of identifying a set of models that determined and differentiate classes and concepts of data for using the mining model to detect the unknown classes. On the other end, clustering is examined with the similarities between the features present in the objects. The following Fig 4 depicts the overall framework for the combined function of clustering and classification. The Bond Model of Clustering and Classification, (BMCC) model works effectively even if the dataset has some missing values. Furthermore, the block diagram presents the steps involved in the evaluation and comparative analysis to identify the Nature_of_Student and Performance for enhancing the overall academic performance of the institution. www.ijacsa.thesai.org A tuned Classification technique [21] applied here is the J48 classifier using the WEKA tool. The tuning process may opt for a various combination of base J48, as demo choices. And, K-Means clustering is used here as a feature enhancement tool for natural clustering of classes, with a number of clusters equal to the number of classes [23] . incorporated here for the integration with classification. In this work, the finest classification rules are identified for classifying the students under Outstanding, Excellent, Good, Average, low and very low using the data mining tool.
The model is optimised using the Bootstrap Aggregation Model (BAM) for reducing the complexity in performance prediction. The result is compared with Base BMCC and experimental tests are also undertaken. Also, these results are referred to compare with j48 algorithms to check the efficiency of the proposed model against a base classifier. Other well-known base models in this domain, like Naïve Bayes and MLP, are also tested against the results 242 | P a g e www.ijacsa.thesai.org are some additional features in J48 such as accounting missing values, pruning, rule derivation, etc. In the WEKA tool, the J48 classifier is processed with open source Java implementation. In this algorithm, the classification is performed constantly till it obtains the pure leaf; hence the results obtained must be as appropriate as possible.
1) Developing classifiers (J48):
Steps in the Algorithm:
 If some instances fit into the same class of the leaf in tree representation is provided with the label under the same Classification.
 The potential data is evaluated for every attributes provided in the sample and then the Gain value is calculated.
 The current selection criterion provides the best attribute and that could be selected for effective branching.
a) Gain Calculation
The gain computation is dependent on the entropy measure of the data disorders. The Entropy ⃗ is calculated as,
And the gain value is calculated from the entropy computations,
The gain value can be maximized by dividing the entropy values by using the split function ⃗ through the value of b.
b) Pruning
This is the significant process in classification. Some attributes are there in all data sets which may differ from other neighbourhood attribute and may not be well-defined. The classification operation has to be performed with these instances and the decision tree is to be formed. Here, pruning in incorporated to reduce the classification errors, which can be occurred due to the categorization in the training set. Specifically, pruning is performed for the simplification of the tree. Here, J48 involves in developing decision trees from a training data set as in ID3 algorithm, based on the information entropy theory. The training data set is considered as TS={ts1, ts2, ..., tsn} of some earlier classified instances. Each sample tsi= a1, a2... is a vector, where a1, a2... denotes the attributes of the samples. The significance of the decision tree is to project the data with a good precision rate. The algorithm chooses an effective feature of the data that presents at each tree node, capable of splitting the sample data set into two subclasses or sets to be developed with one class or another. The samples under classification are provided in Table II , based on the classification of the Nature_of_Student under classes such as Outstanding, Excellent, Good, Average, Low and Very Low.
2) K-Means clustering:
K-means clustering is a traditional clustering methodology that combined similar items in large data sets into groups. It involves selecting the initial centroids and determine the "K" number of clusters by conveying the given instances to the near most centroids detected. Computation of Euclidean distance is the distance measure used in k-means clustering for centroids detection. Further, the computation is as follows,
Where "F" is the objective function, "K" is the number of clusters and "n" is the samples. The centroid function is denoted as "CF" and "x" be the specific case of the instances.
B. Parameters and Performance Evaluation
The two most used parameters such as specificity and sensitivity are used to measure the performance of the proposed methodology [25] . The specificity can also be termed as True Positive Rate (TPR). Hence; the Specificity and sensitivity are computed as follows,
1) Confusion matrix: The following Fig 5 depicts the confusion matrix for three class case. When a set of objects are evaluated, the results are effectively counted and the confusion matrix has been prepared. It can also be denoted as the contingency table. In the figure, the table has shown the correct decisions of classifier presents on the major diagonal, whereas the errors are at the rest.
The column denotes the Actual class and the rows denote the predictions. An edge is given as TP, whether it is positive or negative as same as the predictions respectively. FP denotes the results that are not predicted accurately. TN is representing the correctly predicted results, whereas, the FN values denote the falsely predicted with the preferred network. www.ijacsa.thesai.org 
2) Precision rate (PR):
The retrieval of positive predictions is called precision. In particular, it is computed as the number of appropriate classification samples belong to "A" divided by a number of samples categorized as under the class "A". Hence, it is defined as the ratio of the predicted true positives out of all actually positive results. The formula is given as follows:
3) Accuracy: Accuracy of computation is plainly defined as the relationship of a total number of correctly classified samples into the total sum of adopted samples. Mathematically, it can be defined as,
*100 (9) 4) F-Measure: F-measure is a significant parameter for evaluating the proficiency of the proposed model. It combines the TPR and the Precision Rates (PR) into an instant measure of performance. The equation is given as, (10)
5) T-Test:
The final evaluation of this experimental work for classifier evaluation is done using Paired T-Test for classifiers. Weka workbench experiment options are used to test its effectiveness. Weak learning model and strong learning model can easily be identified from the outputs. Percent Correct is set as the comparison filed all through the test. This t-tester assumes the samples are independent.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section of the experimental analysis, the results obtained for the proposed (BMCC) model corresponding to the parameters given in the (section 4.2) are compared with the traditionalistic classification techniques such as Naive Bayes, Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) and J48. Moreover, for the evaluation, KTU_SNG student dataset which contains 13920 records (includes 232 samples with 60 attributes) has been taken. For implementation, the training data set is classified through the WEKA tool with J48 decision-making classifier algorithm. The Bound Model of Clustering and Classification of data mining has initially employed with the K-Means algorithm for clustering as feature addition. It helps to remove the class attributes through the unsupervised learning process with the implemented training sample, following that Tuned J48 classifier has been implemented on the instances for classifying the student"s performance.
The model use clustering as filter feature addition for the subsequent Tuned J48 classifier in this model. The K-Means cluster divides the sample into K clusters and the provision to specify the number of clusters help it used in classification. It is going to be one another strong feature during the classification.
Since similar studies are found in these areas, a famous model of clustering and classification have been opted with an optimisation to improve its performance. There were feature selection and ensemble models [24] of approaches. The optimisation is implemented using Bootstrap Aggregation Model. During the optimisation of BMCC, there are used choices of J48 as the demo options of the combination. How improvements have produced in BMCC are analysed and presented hereafter.
The experimental results illustrate that the proposed (BMCC) model provides potential results with utmost Precision Rate (PR), accuracy and the adaptability among the individual utilization of classification and clustering techniques in Table III, Table IV . The Fig. 6 illustrates the performance of BMCC and Improved BMCC. The Fig. 7 depicts the distribution of students according to their classes provided by the data set. The Precision Rate and accuracy are evaluated on the basis of True Positive, True Negative, False Positive and False Negative as per the (8) and (9), given in the previous sections B.2 and B.3.
The Table III depicts the comparative analysis based on the results of the parameters evaluated. Form the observation, it is apparent that the error rate for (BMCC) model is 0.095 which is comparably low than others. And, the accuracy rate is 94.83% which is most desirable than other models. It shows that the (BMCC) model provides better-précised results than others and helpful for efficient student classification and improvement of student"s performance.
For computation purpose, it is to be considered that, the false positive rate or the value of sensitivity would be 0. As per the results provided in Table III and Table IV , the sensitivity rate obtained for the combined model is the lowest (closer to 0), when compared to the other techniques. Another assumption is also to be made for Precision Rate as 1. And from the results provided in Table III , it is noticeable that the proposed model comprises a higher rate of precision than the others.
The experiment is also conducted for identifying Nature_of_Student, the Class of students, have also done, however, the results were not competing with performance prediction of students. And the details are slightly suspended from this paper as it focuses on a binary classification problem. The result of the study regarding nature had shown a significant rise in FN rate in many experiments, and it is assumed to be due to the perceived quality of the internal assessments and its recording. Students attitude and their sentiments towards activities are not considered to grade students in KTU. It may be a work proposed to analyse the impact of sentiment analysis in the field of student classification problems, and thereby a solution may be devised permanently. The following Table IV depicts the values obtained for the proposed (BMCC) models with overall classification results under "PASS", "FAIL". It is portrayed from the table that out of 232 instances, 220 are classified accurately under the suitable class and the rest are not accurately classified as given in the Base BMCC. Whereas the improved one has 226 and 6 as correctly classified and misclassified correspondingly to its credits. The optimum estimated results of the evaluation parameters are given in Table IV . Further, the Fig.9 shows the results obtained with Classification using (BMCC) Model and implemented with and without optimisation in the Weka Workbench environment. The decision tree based classification sample and rules are given in Fig 8 . Vol. 9, No. 11, 2018 245 | P a g e www.ijacsa.thesai.org From the outset of this work, it is clear that the utilisation of classification techniques is considered. Especially the accuracy and precision of each of them considered more. From Table V , it is clear that the proposed bound model of clustering and classification has produced the most competent outputs. A random improvisation is also tried with the BMCC and a marginal improvement has shown in it. However, a detailed observation may be done later with more option to improve the proposed one.
Whatever being implemented had shown an appealing progress in the experiments, even though few variations in results based on the filtering used at the pre-processing had also shown. It may be considered and experimented with more kinds of data from various environments collected. However, it is intuitively suggested to try-out for an optimum feature extraction and pre-processing for these kinds of researches. The results of variations of models used in this and related models are depicted in Table VI. Based on the experimental analysis given in this paper, it is explicit that the Bound Model of Clustering and Classification provides better results in classifying instances with a better rate of accuracy.
During the experiment in this paper, subsamples of KTU_SNG Data are prepared using different filters such as Gain Ratio, Info Gain, Correlation Attribute filtering...etc. Also, the actual data along with the data prepared using Weka for testing and training are used during the bootstrap optimisation of BMCC. It shows an incremental uplifting of accuracy during bootstrapping (Bagging-Tuned J48). Similar to every bagging its learning curve started from a minimum of Base BMCC rate and progressed to achieve a score of 99.569% accuracy. The score initially felt a little exaggerating as the database size and the stability of it is taken into account. However, the Max-Rate (99.569%) may be reached at the year goes by and the features of database tend to become normal form. The comparison of the last few observations of optimised BMCC is given in Table VII. During the performance test, the same had produced comparatively lover figures with the experimental models are given in Table VIII Interesting properties of Reinforcement Learning [22] in the form of a reutilising model, for information extraction, might ameliorate BMCC. Hence, non-rationally believed that it provides an overriding Educational Data Mining technique or DDM technique for the managing performance of the students.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE ENHANCEMENT
The proposed (BMCC) model is an effective technique for the Proficient Performance Prediction (PPP) of educational datasets and mining classification that helps in successfully identifying the huge data sets of educational domains. Decision tree J48, proposed BMCC and its improved model came up with 90.52%, 94.83% and 97.41% accuracy respectively in predicting the performance of students in the KTU_SNG-Dataset. The evaluation results are evidence for the Bound Model of Clustering and Classification technique provides results with more precision than the traditional classification methodologies such as Naïve Bayes, MLP and www.ijacsa.thesai.org base J48, for categorizing the given instances with their specific classes and attributes. A substantial increase of 7.0% is noted here. As is well known, clustering operations belong to the unsupervised learning process; hence, the classes are developed on the basis of formed clusters to which the samples belong to. And then, the unknown datasets are classified on the basis of the decision rules, which are acquired by employing a classification technique on these clusters. The classification results obtained from this combined methodology brings utmost precision rate and accuracy with minimal error rate and cost benefit. The 99.569% accuracy at the experiment and the 98.71% accuracy at test obtained by the proposed model serve the best result compared to all other. The result shows that the Optimised BMCC outperformed all other methods in this research experiment. And hence it may be a good choice for the future also to enhance the model with optimisation and booting methodologies to enhance classification accuracy in Educational Data Mining. And, the potential results are valuable for the academicians for analysing the student"s performances and making decisions or arrangements according to that to enhance their quality along with the institution.
As it is discussed performance improvisation methods and its applications to BMCC and a dependable, refined and standardised information extraction technique for it are going to be a good choice of future work. Also, in future, the combined work can be extended and integration can also be done with the association or ensemble techniques and the results can be analysed with some other efficient models. Furthermore, the methodology can be applied and examined with some other interesting areas like the sentiment of students towards their activities, sports, medicine and so on, which have to deal with huge datasets.
